2009: highlights

[14 February 2009]
AN ARTIST’S LOVE LETTER FOUND 47 YEARS LATER

A research carried out by KRUG team in
the city archive before Valentine’s Day
14th February brought back into the
sunlight a splendid unknown love letter
written 47 years ago. The “Falling in
Love with Kardzhali” exhibition consists
of 0,80m х 1,20m photo collages of each
of the 17 pages of this text, whose
author is the famous painter from
Kardzhali, Stanka Dimitrova. The city
gallery bears her name today because
she was the person who assembled its
collection of valuable paintings and
icons. The Love letter is addressed to H.
N. (Mr Hristo Nikolov) from Kardzhali
who is 82-years old now and has been
keeping
the
letter
among
other
documents and photos in an old
cupboard in the attic of his house.
According to the text this man is the
artist’s “big love”. Along the marvellous
lines one can also read a “love
confession” to the city: “… in tears I will
dissolve the nicest and warmest colours
to paint Kardzhali, to show it how much I
love it, how much in fact I love its people
and life…”
Little is known about the personal life of Stanka Dimitrova. Moreover she has god few
relatives who are still alive. The young city generation know little indeed about her work
and life. The owner of the letter presented the valuable original to share it for the first
time with the city and its people for whom the artist has written this warm confession.
After some of her living relatives protested against making the letter public, Art
movement KRUG changed the idea of the exposition and showed 20 “pictures-canvases”
covered in autographs with “love confessions” by famous persons from the life of
Kardzhali who have already become part of the cultural heritage of the city. Among them
are the local and national well-known ethno-researchers, choreographers, musicians, etc.
“You simply have no choice but to love Kardzhali,” says sculptor Ziatin Nuriev, born in
the region of Kardzhali and a professor at both the Art academy in Sofia and Istanbul. At
the center of the new exhibition concept is the second page of the letter by Stanka
Dimitrova to H. N. (Mr. Hristo Nikolov) – in memory of their Love.
Following a request by KRUG the original is now kept at the Territorial State Archive.

[28 February 2009]

GIANT ART INSTALLATION “MARTENITSA” IN THE CENTER OF CITY MARKET

How do you re-install the traditional
Bulgarian red and white Martenitsa as a
part of the public sphere? From today
on, a giant martenitsa decorates the
Kardzhali city market.
An art installation, 3.44 х 1.12 m in size,
called
Martina,
was
mounted
by
Kardzhali mayor eng. Hasan Azis. 12 kg
of wool were interwoven into a metal
construction
to
create
the
huge
martenitsa which was made by the
young artists from the Art Centre in
Dazhdovnitsa village.
It follows the tradition to decorate with
this symbol of upcoming spring key
places
on
the
territory
of
the
municipality, started by Art movement
KRUG and the children from three
villages on the last Baba Marta day. In
one hand handmade art-installation
titled Martina holds a flower and in the
other – a basket. She “wishes”
successful crops to the producers and
merchants from both Kardzhali region
and neighbouring municipalities from
Turkey and Greece. The enormous white
and red girl-martenitsa symbolizes the
big hope for fertility and success which
resurrects each spring.

[01 April 2009]

ECOLOGY OF CULTURE

Art movement KRUG presented part of
the newly created by donations fund for
innovative art. The first exhibition of the
Fund is entitled “Ecology of Culture” and
consists of works by the caricaturist
Burhaneddin Ardagil from Istanbul, born
in Kardzhali.
These are 44 works donated to Art
movement KRUG and Municipality of
Kardzhali through the past year.
The Fund now features over 90 works
donated by Bulgarian and international
artists, among which are also 23 wax
prints created by the Hungarian painter
Katy Szekely. The works of this artist will
be presented on 9th April in “Stanka
Dimitrova” City painting gallery in
Kardzhali as the second exhibition of the
Fund.
The specific “wax” technique has allowed
the artist – resident of the Art House in
Dazhdovnitsa village in 2007 – to create
a series of prints from the bark of trees
growing in the East Rhodopi entitled
“Tree talk”.

[23 April 2009]
THE FUND FOR CONTEPORARY ART – A NATIONAL MODEL OF INNOVATIVE
PRACTICE
At the last edition of the national
competition “Municipality Pioneer”, which
has been taking part for the last 10
years supported by the international
network of local authorities LOGIN, the
innovative practice of the Municipality of
Kardzhali was selected – the Fund for
contemporary art? The launch of the
Fund for contemporary art in Kardzhali is
the result of a partnership for several
years with Art movement KRUG for
building a network of two artistic centres
– KRUG Gallery and Art House in the
village of Duzhdovnitsa – as well as
including those centres in the strategy
for development of the regional cultural
tourism.
The Fund has been donated over 90
works so far. The Fund is in possession
of two big exhibitions of Burhaneddin
Ardagil from Istanbul, Katy Szekely and
Nora Levi from Budapest. The Fund also
possesses works by Nikolay Panayotov
(France), Gyongy Laky (USA), Teresa
Borza
(Hungary),
Evren
Karayel
(Turkey), Zafer Galibov, Danail Nikolov,
Tsetsa Georgieva, Boryana Rossa, Oleg
Mavromatti (Bulgaria). You can also find
over 30 catalogues and albums of artists
and photographers from all over the
world.

[20 May 2009]
ART – CLOSE TO LIFE

KRUG Art Gallery presents an exhibition dedicated to the Cow from 10th to 30th April. You
can see poems dedicated to the cow by Balkan poets, collages from headlines and
articles, advertising pictures and drawings of cows. The exhibition features the ceramic
figures of cows and bulls by the young Plovdiv artist Mladen Badelski. His panels and
ceramics tailing decorate artistically private homes and public buildings around the
country. At the exhibition he presents 60 cups with stylized cows, 9 candlesticks in the
form of bulls and 50 panels with flowers for the animals. The children from the Art
movement KRUG’ visual arts classes present portraits of cows. A hand-woven wire artcow decorates the entrance of the gallery. Those who are interested can also find foreign
translated materials on introduction to farming.
What should art be at the time of crisis? That is that question that artists around the
globe probably ponder. What anti-crisis reflex can art employ to defend its territory of
symbols, messages, fiction and entertainment? To entertain or to worry, to be a mirror of
life or life itself? Only three months ago the project of the Bulgarian Mladen Vladimirov,
who has been living for 18 years in Spain, won the right to take part in the Parade of
cows in Madrid with his two enormous and extravagant art-cows – Florinda and Torero.
The parade of cows is an international cultural celebration which was initiated 10 years
ago in Switzerland and recognized afterwards in the capitals of France and Germany.
From January to the end of March this year the most unbelievable 105 nominated artcows made of synthetic materials decorated the Spanish capital. At the moment the most
highly assessed exhibits are being sold at an auction in the Christie's gallery gallery. The
revenue from the auction is for charitable purposes. 1,800 artists from all over Europe
have participated with their projects in the artistic competition impressing attention
towards these herbivores as the are part of our world and together we are part of a
single whole.

[19 May 2009]
EUROPEAN YOUTH RESEARCH IN DUZHDOVNITSA

Sofia Schroeder from Leipzig, Germany,
a resident in the European youth house
in the village of Duzhdovnitsa from 17 th
to 21st May, has been nominated among
many young candidates at the age of 1620 from the German branch of the Swiss
foundation ZIS for youth research travel
supported by UNESCO. The topic of her
research is “Bulgaria: the Bulgarians and
their opinion on their accession to the
EU”. She was conduct surveys with
representatives from the Municipality of
Kardzhali and met the students of two
schools – “Petko Slaveikov” and “Hristo
Botev” high school for foreign languages.
She inquired different representatives of
the local political parties and public
organizations and interviewed the local
media for their professional view on the
topic of the research. During her
meetings in the region Kardzhali where
live the most native youth Turks in
Bulgaria, Sofia Schroeder will also
present her project and the opportunities
for such research travel of young people
to different European countries. During
her stay she participated in the
preparation of a project by Art
movement KRUG for the common roots
of the folklore of all European peoples.
After Plovdiv, Kardzhali is the second
and last city in her research.

[27 May 2009]
PLACES
OF
MULTICULTURAL
MEMORY IN KARDZHALI

World Jewish Congress 14 September 2009
16:44
The place of the former Synagogue in
Kardzhali, BG, was marked by Art Movement
KRUG and partners as a cultural monument
from the multi-cultural memory of citizens

..::: ОБЩИНА КЪРДЖАЛИ :::...

http://www.kardjali.bg/
OFFICIAL
WEBSITE
OF
KARDZHALI
MUNICIPALITY – news from Kardzhali,
telephone directory, municipality information
about:
geography,
demography,
history,
economy,
infrastructure,
social
affairs,
regulations and orders in the Municipal
council, forum, auctions, contests, photo
gallery.
..::: ОБЩИНА КЪРДЖАЛИ :::...
http://www.kardjali.bg/
ОФИЦИАЛЕН САЙТ НА ОБЩИНА КЪРДЖАЛИ
- новини от Кърджали, телефонен указател,
информация за Общината в следните
сфери: география, демография, история,
икономика,
инфраструктура,
социална
сфера, наредби и решения на Общински
съвет,
форум,
търгове,
конкурси,
фотогалерия

On Otec Paisii street in Kardzhali, next to
the Post office, a plaque was inaugurated
yesterday of the place where years ago
the Jewish temple was located. Nearby a
label shows the blueprint of the
synagogue in its initial form. Dr Maxim
Benvenisti visited Kardzhali on this
occasion. He is the chairman of the
Organization of the Jews in Bulgaria
“Shalom” and he was accompanied by a
representative of the biweekly Jewish

news. “Today there are no Jews in
Kardzhali, but in your town was one of
the nine synagogues in the country,”
said Dr Benvenisti. He read a greeting
letter from the Israeli ambassador to
Bulgaria Noah Gal-Gendler to the
organizers of the initiative in Kardzhali.
Following their dream of modernization
with the new wave of settlers from
Thrace and South Macedonia at the end
of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th
century, 50 Jewish families come to
Kardzhali from Edirne, Didymóteicho and
Kavala as well as from central Bulgaria
(Haskovo,
Stara
Zagora,
Chirpan,
Plovdiv).
In 1924 they found a European
municipality chaired by Yako Adut, who
also supported the building of the
temple. According to Yakov BenBasat,
son
of the
one-time rabbi, the
synagogue in Kardzhali was modest, as
is becoming of a poor community, but
comfortable for the congregation. The
temple was situated at the beginning of
Otec Paisii street, on area of 103 m2, 6m
high, surrounded by 38m of stone fence
from which only one column has
survived today. On top of its dome was a
six-point star facing Jerusalem. After the
fire of 1942 the building falls apart in
1956. At the time of building the
synagogue the Jews in Kardzhali number
144, in 1931 – 146, in 1934 – 197, in
1941 – 191, in 1946 – 130, in 1948 –
128, and in 1949 the last Jewish families
go back to Israel. Among the famous
Jewish citizens of Kardzhali is Cemal
Ashkenazi – one of the most active
people in the municipality of Kardzhali,
who was born in Edirne. In 1927 he was
elected chairman of the board of the
synagogue. The Bulgarian Jews killed in
the wars between 1912-1914 и 19151918 are 995. Abraham Joseph Naego
from Kardzhali was awarded the Order of
Bravery.
Another famous local Jew was Ezra
Ashkenazi, who in 1924 becomes the
chairman of the youth association
Makkabi and from a sports group turns it
into an active youth cultural and
educational organization. Rachel Naego
is the founder of the local cultural and

educational Jewish women organisation
VICO (1931). The members of VICO and
Makkabi are the initiators of numerous
town balls, celebrations and carnivals in
Kardzhali. They create a children choir
and theatre group. The Jews of Kardzhali
also take an active part in the economic
life. As of 25th January 1938 14
companies were registered at the names
of Jewish families – haberdasheries,
cafés, tobacco stores, sweet shop,
leather store, a company trading with
glass products, workshops for saddles
and horse accessories, 3 tobacco
associations Farhi & Geron. David Ovadia
(1923-1995) – the famous Bulgarian
poet of Jewish origin was born in
Kardzhali.

[04 June 2009]
ARMENIAN FAMILY ABLUM
Today at KRUG Gallery a retrospective
exhibition “Armenian family album” was
opened. It is part of the initiative “Places
of Multi-cultural Memory”. The exposition
composes of 80 photographs from the
archives of the Armenian families from
Plovdiv and Kardzhali, saved in private
albums. Valuable document and items
are also presented with the support of
the Armenian Orthodox temple and the
Association for culture and education of
the Armenian community in Plovdiv. For
the photo exhibition a rotating album
1.20 х 1.60 m was created.
“Kardzhali is a town of cultural and
ethnic variety where historically and
culturally Bulgarians, Turks, Roma,
Armenians and Jews have lived together
and integrated, which gives it the
advantage to “prefer” its cultural
resources, to go back to the past and
make it part of its creative future,”
states the greeting address of the
honorary consul of the Republic of
Armenia in Bulgaria Ehiazar Uzunyan
personally to the mayor of the
Municipality of Kardzhali who has been
invited to be the patron of the Initiative
events this year.

[30 August 2009]
DUZHDOVNITSA CELEBRATES THE TERLIK FESTIVAL FOR THE 4 TH TIME
Following the cultural calendar of the Ministry of Culture, from 23rd to 31st August in the
village of Duzhdovnitsa the forth edition of the international plenary “Art Horizons” takes
place. Some of the participants are the French group “Toudesours”, painter Mario
Lischewsky, who lives and works in Berlin and the alternative cinema group Future
Shorts Bulgaria. Artists from around Bulgaria work in a joint project together with the
local terlik-knitters. The French painters realise their two-year travelling project “Border
territories” between Bulgaria, Lebanon and Turkey during 2009-2010. Their Bulgarian
partner is Art movement KRUG. Living at a particular place in Kardzhali (Duzhdovnitsa),
Bodrum and Beirut and transforming unusual places into working sights for art is part of
the mobile platform of the project. The aim of the partners is to create common works
based on the characteristic elements of the graphic writing systems of three civilizations
– Latin, Cyrillic and Arab scripts.
The young Mario Lischewsky is a painter born in Sofia, a student of Professor Andrey
Daniel. He represents the models of life in the modern European metropolitan city in the
context of the phenomenon “time”. He’s inspired by the yearning for cosmopolitism. He
has had two solo exhibitions – in Berlin and Sofia.
It is the first time that Future Shorts network visits the village. Future Shorts is the
biggest network in the world for short films and animation, with a new programme every
month. The programmes are for true lovers of alternative cinema, animation, music
videos and video art. Bulgaria is the 19th country member of the world Future Shorts
network of the British festival and DVD label consisting of 23 countries.
On 30th August (Sunday) at 10.30 in the village of Duzhdovnitsa began the forth edition
of the local Festival of the Terlik where the artists presented their work. Part of the
festival was also the first regional contest for knitting terliks.

[07 October 2009]
VOICE FROM ASIDE

Art movement KRUG has organized several events dedicated to 21st October – the day of
Kardzhali. One of them is the public presentation of the research project of the young
culturologist from Brussels Constance Barrère d'Angleterre from a curatorial collective
“Komplot”. She is visiting the art centre in the village of Duzhdovnitsa and is currently
working over a curatorial concept entitled “Gang forest” part of a big European mobility
project for artists from Belgium, France, the Netherlands aiming to find new art
territories on the Balkans. She has also met in Kardzhali the musical tandem Roumen
Spassov (guitar and vocals) and Daniela Peneva (violin) who presented in a small circle
of connoisseurs in the KRUG Gallery their new album “A Side Look” with a live matinee
performance on Sunday, 4th October. It is typical for the duet to perform in such galleries
in Sofia and around the country. Roumen Spassov is a member-founder of the University
group for old-time music “St. Kliment Ohridski”, while Daniela Peneva has specialized in
music in Italy and Germany, is the author of books, translations and artistic miniatures.
The selection of authors from the region and the country for participation in the “Gang
forest” project in 2010 is parallel to the selection of places, which will host the project in
Europe. Kardzhali has been identified as one of the artistic destinations. Constance has
presented in Kardzhali and Duzhdovnitsa her project as well as her diary which she kept
during her artistic meetings and which will be published as a book. You can find more
about the project that the website of the European Cultural Foundation (ECF)
http://www.rhiz.eu/artefact-37607-en.html.
In Duzhdovnitsa, the culturologist and the musicians were present at “the big henna” (a
local wedding ritual) with over 200 guests and recorded voices, sounds, costumes,
dances and rhythms. After their presentation at the KRUG Gallery in Kardzhali the duet
Popova-Spassov left for Sofia where they are plying classical and contemporary suites in
the Crypt of the St. Alexander Nevsky Cathedral on 11 th October.

[18 October 2010]
EXHIBITION “DUZHDOVNITSA” IN ITALY
20 photo collages and installations were
selected by international jury and
presented at the exhibition places in the
“Festival de la Creatività” from 15th to
18th October in Italy. The festival takes
place for the third time in Florence,
Toscana and aims to present the best
European achievements in the visual arts
through new media. 400,000 visitors for
4 days pass through the exhibition
spaces. This Italian project wants to
present Florence as a contemporary
stage and working lab capable of
influencing the international debates for
defining the new models of the European
development and cooperation through
art and culture.
In the last festival programme visual
project from 27 European countries took

part – single authors, museums, cultural
institutions, embassies and universities.
The two Bulgarian projects in the festival
were: an exhibition presented by Art
movement KRUG, dedicated to the
ordinary things in the village of
Duzhdovnitsa and a 58-minute film
about the big Bulgarian painter Christo,
“Christo in Paris,” shot in 1990 by an
American director Albert Maysles. The
KRUG exhibition was the only “rural
theme” allowed at the festival whose
current edition was dedicated to the city
and its future. Duzhdovnitsa was
presented by photos, photo collages,
photo installations made by the KRUG
team and painters from France, USA,
Macedonia, who had visited and worked
in the village for the last several years.
All works of art are copyrighted.

Duzhdovnitsa village, Turkish life
Esposizione Cavaniglia
Duzhdovnitsa village, Turkish Life
a cura di KRUG Art Center, BULGARIA
Evento del 15 Ott 15:00

[30 October 2009]
EMBROIDERIES AND POETRY FROM PALESTINE

Mahmoud Darwish’ anthology presentation, Palestinian exhibition in KRUG
Gallery
He expressed his gratitude for the
invitation and said that Kardzhali is the
second town in Bulgaria hosting the
exhibition. Ahmed Al-Madbuh shared
that 2009 is an important year for
Palestine. Following an initiative of
UNESCO and the Arab league, Jerusalem
has been pronounced Arab cultural
capital for this year and in only two
weeks, on 15th November; a Bulgarian
delegation will travel to Palestine to take
part in a series of meetings and
concerts.

The
Palestinian
embassy,
the
Municipality of Kardzhali and KRUG
opened an exhibition of Palestinian
artistic crafts – ceramics, embroidery,
carpentry. Original costumes, photos,
plastic works of art, decorative pearl
jewellery boxes are exhibited in KRUG
Gallery. Many art connoisseurs and local
artists from Kardzhali came to get to
know the culture of ancient Palestine.
Special guest of the exhibition was his
Excellency Ahmed Al-Madbuh, Palestinian ambassador in Bulgaria. “The
embroidery on our national costumes is
rooted in the artistic work of the Canaan
tribes for 6,000 years,” said Mr Madbuh.

“I believe that art is the shortest road for
getting people closer and we are ready
to walk this road together”, added the
Ambassador.
Surrounded by artefacts from the
Palestinian folklore art, the translators
Maya Tsenova and Aziz Tash presented
the anthology “There is no trace after
you” of the biggest Palestinian poet
Mahmoud Darwish. He is the author of
30 volumes of poetry, 8 volumes of
novels and is one of the unarguably
highest authors of the contemporary
Arab and world poetry.

[9 December 2009]
CHRISTMAS WHISHES

Art movement KRUG organizes two
events in December. The first one is
called “Festive wall” and is organized
with the support of the Territorial State
archive. One of the gallery walls features
old New Year’s cards transformed into
art objects from the archives of famous
people from Kardzhali. The oldest
exhibits are from 1956-57 and are sent
to the well-known here journalist, writer
and ethno-researcher Mara Mihaylova.
The documents from her archive have a
special place on the occasion of 20 years
since her passing away. One can see
New Year’s cards sent to her from the
Haskovo newspaper “Rodopska borba”
(1957), from the Bulgarian national radio
and TV (1960), from national newspaper
“Agricultural flag” (1961), from radio
Moscow (1966), etc.

A postcard from 1974 the editorial staffs
of the Kardzhali daily “New Life” greets
Mara Mihaylova with a winter Rhodopa
view. A postcard from the same year has
a festive spread on it and is sent from
the Regional History museum. The
national magazine “Rhodopi” congratulates her for the new 1975 and 1976
with postcards with Rhodopa young girls
and views from mountain of the same
name. For the new 1980 radio Moscow
congratulates her with a postcard with a
special “design” – the Olympic teddy
bear with a belt of the Olympic circles.
The festive wall also presents a pair of
Czech chairs from an old Kardzhali house
with juniper ornaments and friezes – an
old Christmas symbol.
On 18th December at 18.00 the second
event for the month organized by the Art
movement KRUG was officially opened at
the KRUG Gallery. This was a visiting
photo exhibition of the Turkish journalist
Behiç Günalan from Edirne.
It action is dedicated to 20 years since
the so called “revival process”*.
The exhibition is organized by the
Municipality
of
Kardzhali,
regional
Turkish Community center “Ömer Lütfi”
(Ömer
Lütfi Kültür Derneği), Art
movement KRUG and the Municipality of
Edirne, Turkey. The exposition consists
of 35 documentary photos of the so
called “Big excursion.”

Ömer Lütfi Kültür Derneği

______________________
* In 1984-89 the Turkish ethnic minority in Bulgaria was forced by the communist regime to change their self-identity and
personal Turkish names with Bulgarian ones, which in 1989 between June - August resulted in massive emigration (300 000)
of the victims of that violence to Turkey.

[18 December 2009]
20 YEARS SINCE “THE BIG EXCURSION”
From 18th to 24th December KRUG Gallery presents and exhibition of documentary
photographs from the archive of the Turkish journalist Behiç Günalan, made at the
border point Kapıkule in Turkey in the toughest period of the involuntary deporting of
over 300,000 ethnic Turks from Bulgaria in the summer of 1989, known as “the big
excursion.” The occasion is 20 years since this tragic event.
Behiç Günalan, Kapıkule, Turkey, June – August 1989:

From an interview with Director of KRUG about the exhibition for the Dutch newspaper
Dialogue, editor, Daniela Gorcheva:
“Daniela Gorcheva: What can you tell us about the exhibition of Behiç Günalan “20 years
since the Big Excursion” in your gallery in Kardzhali in December 2009? What was the
impression that these documentary photographs left?
Radost Nikolaeva: In Bulgaria this exhibition was presented only here, in our Gallery, but
in Turkey it has went around many places during the past year in connection to 20 years
since this crime committed against the Turks in our country and the big tragedy in the
lives of hundred of Turkish families after the events of May 1989, which here we continue

to call, quite cynically, “the big excursion.” Behiç Günalan is a famous Turkish journalist,
today a lecturer, who was in June – August 1989 constantly at the border in Kapıkule
working as a correspondent for different Turkish and foreign media. He created an
enormous photo archive – evidence of the tragedy. The initiative for the exhibition is
mainly of the association of the deported and the one in Edirne, where we have many
friends. It was a heavy exhibition, very sad, the whole week men, women, families
passed and cried. They came from the villages and the neighbouring municipalities.
These are horrible photo documents of people and luggage exiled from their fatherland –
dolls, cookers, teapots, typewriters… something like the Holocaust. I know that people
here remember everything, but they don’t say anything. Once I cried in Duzhdovnitsa
when I heard the imam say “In our village nothing happened, only one man hung
himself when they changed his name.” This was the only sentence said aloud.”

